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My parents - John Philip Stayne and Hilda Louise Stayne, my sister Patricia (Tricia) 
Anthony John Stayne arrived at the Rose and Crown in 1940, having made our escape from the dangers of 
the war in London (my Father having done
was four. 
  
We had travelled from South London to Ashbury to take over the management of the Rose and Crown in my 
father’s ancient Austin Seven car. He had purchased it for £3.10s before the war, used it all during the war, 
during petrol rationing, then sold it for £50 
power American Buick. This car, which served as a taxi and funeral car for many years in Ashbury, always 
reminded me of the Mafia with its wide running boards.
  

Mr Stayne with the Buick, Tricia, our dog Judy and cat Jumbo
      
         
My parents managed the Rose and Crown for fifteen very happ
these were the years of my childhood during which I came to love the village, its people and the beautiful 
countryside around. 
  
My very earliest memory after we arrived was of a group of boys including Henry 
Wright (Squeaker) John Wright and I think, Leonard Lovegrove, playing with a tennis ball in the road 
between the Rose and Crown and Rose Simpson’s shop opposite. Ashbury children played in the road all 
the time in those days as there were so few cars about, if we heard one coming we would rush to see who 
was passing by. We knew all the local cars and could sometimes tell just from the sound of the engine 
whose car was approaching.   
  
Towards the end of the war Nurse Philby purchased o
streamlined, Austin Sevens, it was a bright green colour. I remember a gathering of admirers where it was 
parked outside Nurse Philby’s house. During the war most of the cars were black or dark in colour.
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John Philip Stayne and Hilda Louise Stayne, my sister Patricia (Tricia) Mary Stayne and myself, 
Anthony John Stayne arrived at the Rose and Crown in 1940, having made our escape from the dangers of 

y Father having done his bit in the First World War). Tricia was seven years old and I 

travelled from South London to Ashbury to take over the management of the Rose and Crown in my 
father’s ancient Austin Seven car. He had purchased it for £3.10s before the war, used it all during the war, 
during petrol rationing, then sold it for £50 - having been given, by his brother Jack, an enormous 28 horse
power American Buick. This car, which served as a taxi and funeral car for many years in Ashbury, always 
reminded me of the Mafia with its wide running boards.   (see picture) 

        
with the Buick, Tricia, our dog Judy and cat Jumbo                      Mrs. Stayne who died in 2006 a week or

                      two before her 101

My parents managed the Rose and Crown for fifteen very happy but hard working years, fortunately for me 
these were the years of my childhood during which I came to love the village, its people and the beautiful 

My very earliest memory after we arrived was of a group of boys including Henry 
Wright (Squeaker) John Wright and I think, Leonard Lovegrove, playing with a tennis ball in the road 
between the Rose and Crown and Rose Simpson’s shop opposite. Ashbury children played in the road all 

were so few cars about, if we heard one coming we would rush to see who 
was passing by. We knew all the local cars and could sometimes tell just from the sound of the engine 

Towards the end of the war Nurse Philby purchased one of the first of the new, still rather small, but 
streamlined, Austin Sevens, it was a bright green colour. I remember a gathering of admirers where it was 
parked outside Nurse Philby’s house. During the war most of the cars were black or dark in colour.

Tricia (Tony’s sister) 

Mary Stayne and myself, 
Anthony John Stayne arrived at the Rose and Crown in 1940, having made our escape from the dangers of 

Tricia was seven years old and I 

travelled from South London to Ashbury to take over the management of the Rose and Crown in my 
father’s ancient Austin Seven car. He had purchased it for £3.10s before the war, used it all during the war, 

ing been given, by his brother Jack, an enormous 28 horse-
power American Buick. This car, which served as a taxi and funeral car for many years in Ashbury, always 

Mrs. Stayne who died in 2006 a week or                   
two before her 101st birthday. 

y but hard working years, fortunately for me 
these were the years of my childhood during which I came to love the village, its people and the beautiful 

My very earliest memory after we arrived was of a group of boys including Henry Jackson (Jacko) Peter 
Wright (Squeaker) John Wright and I think, Leonard Lovegrove, playing with a tennis ball in the road 
between the Rose and Crown and Rose Simpson’s shop opposite. Ashbury children played in the road all 

were so few cars about, if we heard one coming we would rush to see who 
was passing by. We knew all the local cars and could sometimes tell just from the sound of the engine 

ne of the first of the new, still rather small, but 
streamlined, Austin Sevens, it was a bright green colour. I remember a gathering of admirers where it was 
parked outside Nurse Philby’s house. During the war most of the cars were black or dark in colour.  



Every weekday morning during term time my father would transport the girls of the village who attended the 
County Grammar School in Farringdon as far as Shrivenham where they could catch the bus into Farringdon 
and he would collect them at the end of the day. I seem to remember some of the girls were; Vera Disbury, 
Maisie Tilling, Lita Coles, Blanch Read and my sister Tricia (forgive me if my memory is at fault) I’m sure 
there were others too. Over a few years as the girls grew bigger the Austin Seven seemed to get smaller and 
I have the impression that in the summer there would be arms, elbows and satchels sticking out of the car 
windows in all directions.  
  
During the period when the new reservoir was being built half way up Ashbury Hill, we boys would wait by 
the pub archway for one of the heavy Drinkwater lorries to appear round the corner at the crossroads and 
come thundering along the High Street at speed, loaded with excavated rubble from the digging. We 
competed with each other to see who could run across the road closest to the advancing lorry. How we 
escaped death or serious injury I shall never know. 
  
There was often a small crowd of people watching the excavations as the reservoir began to take shape. On 
one occasion there were shouts of “Stop!” “Look out!” and a yell from deep down in the excavation. The big 
mechanical digger was crushing one of the men working there. 
  
My sister Tricia was a great tree climber, I think the only boy in the village who climbed as high as herself 
was Peter (Squeaker) Wright. I can remember Tricia running across the downs barefoot and later galloping 
on a pony called Charlie, lent to her by Blanch Read of Idstone farm. I would sometimes ride the other 
quieter pony called Darkie (see picture) She had a way with horses and was often successful at local 
gymkhanas. 
  
  

 
  

Tricia on Charlie and me on Darkie in the pub yard with the big vegetable garden (that went right up to the old Vicarage) 
in the background, The steps just behind Darkie were built by Ernst and Werner, two German Prisoners of War.  This 
was years before the new bungalow was built up Church Lane.  On the left are the coal shed and the old pigsties. St 
Mary's Church and part of the Old Vicarage can be seen at the very back.  The old elm trees of Church Lane are visible 
on the right. 
   
  

I started my education in the large infant classroom at Ashbury School which was then situated at the far end 
of the present village hall. I remember Miss White our teacher quite vividly. She could be strict but she was 
liked by the children and the parents thought the world of her. The classroom was set out with two parallel 
lines of tables, one row behind the other.  
  

The activity I remember best was story time when the whole class joined together to make up a story. These 
stories were often about children being kidnapped by gipsies, then rescued by their parents. We were 
allowed to choose names for the various characters. Thus it might be that two children whose names were 
for example; Tom Disbury and Brian Wright, were walking to Winslow bank when suddenly three Gipsies 
called; Noreen Odie, John Read and Gordon Simpson jumped out from behind the hedge etc. etc. It was 
great fun. If you were not chosen to think of a name, you might have the consolation of one of your friends 
choosing your name. There was as much stabbing of the air and “Please Miss….Please Miss.” as there was 
content to the story as we begged for the chance to choose the name of one of our friends.  
  



I remember being shocked one day when Miss White’s young nephew, who was in the navy, came into the 
class and sat in Miss White’s chair with his feet up on her table. “Sacrilege” – we thought the world would 
end, but somehow he seemed to get away with it. I expect he was soon on active service so he could be 
forgiven a few minor misdemeanours.  
  

Miss White used to take us on nature walks which were very 
pleasant and instructive. I was still only five or six when I was silly 
enough on one of the walks to show off by stamping in cow-pats 
and making a splash as we walked which got the other children 
laughing. Miss White said nothing until we were back in school. 
She called the class to attention and said; “We had a lovely walk 
children and saw lots of exciting things, hands up all those who 
enjoyed it.” All hands went up. “But one thing nearly spoiled it.” 
Then very deliberately she said “There was only one very silly little 
boy, and who do you think that was?” All hands now pointed at 
me. What a humiliation, I haven’t got over it yet! 
  

I seem to remember that both the Miss Whites belonged to the 
Plymouth Brethren and when Irene died, the brethren turned up in 
their numbers in coaches from Swindon. My mother attended and 
said it was such a joyful funeral, with lots of happy singing and 
rejoicing as they were simply celebrating one of their number 
going to her heavenly reward. 

      Anthony Stayne with dog Judy 
                      about 1946 
  

I then moved up into Standard Two into Miss Mildenhall’s class. This was the partitioned end of the building 
nearest the road and opposite Southwell’s, the post office/shop at the time. Next door in the middle 
classroom were the older children with Mr. Duckham, the head teacher from whose office, we sometimes 
heard the swish of the cane. Times were different then and the cane was more or less accepted as one of 
the normal hazards of school life. 
  
In Standard Two we sat at double desks with inkwells and were allowed to use blotting paper and dipping 
pens with impossibly scratchy pen nibs. It was almost impossible not to blot one’s writing with them. Work 
here was much more serious and I regarded Miss Mildenhall as pretty strict. I believe she used to cycle up 
from Bourton every morning to school, come rain or snow, so she was no push-over in class. When we 
returned after one holiday we were told that Miss Mildenhall was now called Mrs. Collett but I don’t 
remember understanding why. The class room was heated by a large coal stove surrounded by a protective 
rail where we would gather to warm ourselves on cold days. 
  

Here reading, writing and arithmetic were taken very seriously. I remember completing my first reading book 
which was a story about a rabbit by Rodney Bennet. I had chosen it from the bookshelf in the corner where 
the Beacon Readers were also stored. With much help from my mother at home I managed to write my 
name in full for the first time. I proudly presented this achievement but instead of praise I was scolded as I 
had written it in the wrong place in my writing book. 
  

We were taught copper plate writing and used special lined paper to help us, there were two pink lines close 
together for small letters and two pale blue lines further apart to contain the tall “l”s and “h”s etc. and the long 
tails of the “y”s and “g”s. 
  

One of my vivid memories was the occasion when I baptised Mary Jackson on the way to the playground. 
Being a rather strict Roman Catholic I was worried that Mary, the younger sister of my friend Henry Jackson 
(Jacko) had not as yet been baptised. One morning break, on the way out to the yard I grabbed her, stuck 
her head under the running cloakroom tap and said “Mary, I baptise thee in the name of the Father and of 
the Son and of the Holy Ghost”. My scruple was satisfied. What the good Lord thought about it I don’t know! 
  

My recollection of the activities in the playground is mostly of a “bundle” of boys, seemingly tied together in a 
knot rushing wildly about trying to get a good kick at a tennis ball. It was called football but the big boots worn 
by most of the boys meant it was more a case of who could kick the most ankles. Somehow we all managed 
to enjoy ourselves in spite of the bruises. 
  

Sometimes the boys would play British Bulldog and charge at each other from different sides of the 
playground. Another game was called something like “Old Jimmy Knacker 123” which involved a line of boys 
bending down against a wall while others jumped onto their backs and tried to struggle to the front of the line 
without falling off. Chain tag had possibilities for fun too especially if you were on the end of the line and were 
swung around at great speed. 
  



Other activities were; making toy tractors out of cotton reels, a piece of candle a short stick and an elastic 
band. We used to race them but more o
were made with a forked piece of stick and two strips of car inner
Jacko was the best shot even at some 
  

When the elder berries were hard and green we would cut lengths of cow parsley stems and make pea 
shooters. The stems were also used to make whistles by cutting them diagonally a few inches above a joint. 
Wide blades of couch grass could be held between two thumbs and blown on to make an ear shattering 
screeching sound.  
  

Many of the boys in the village had hoops made from the spoke
someone would have a car tyre which would be bowled 
Lane all the way down to Manor Farm. 
  

 
L to R: Charlie Pridmore (Disbury) Gordon Simpson 
Stayne – outside Rose Simpson’s shop door
 
On several occasions during the year there would be a party for the children in the village. The 
would be pushed back, the desks moved to one end to make a good open space for the jollifications. 
Everyone brought their own plate, mug and spoon. Jelly and blancmange would be handed out with cup 
cakes, jam tarts and various other tasty bits a
Oranges and Lemons, Postman’s Knock, Musical Chairs etc.
a more relaxed atmosphere than the classroom.
  

Paper was a valuable commodity during the war a
on the amount of newsprint, magazines etc. that they handed in at school. I rose to the dizzy heights of 
Captain. We also went out with our jam jars as a class to collect wild rose hips which were se
made into rose hip syrup. 
  

My only memory of school dinners was of un
potato with mysterious black lumps in. Fortunately I usually went home for lunch (we called it dinner then). 
  
One year during the school holidays I worked in a field by Berrycroft Farm with a group of German prisoners 
pulling up mangel wurzels (like big turnips), and chopping off the leaves and the roots. Mangel Wurzels were 
used for cattle feed. When the lunch lo
and masses of (black-lump free) hot mashed potatoes to eat. I was starving and very envious.
  
I once collected cigarette ends from the bar of the Rose and Crown, extracting the tobacco, 
and took it, with some cigarette papers, up to Otto who was working in a field behind the church. I think most 
people were friendly towards the German prisoners who certainly knew how to work hard. 
  

I remember Otto and Alfie and two 
Rose and Crown for a while. My mother sent parcels of scarce things to Ernst and Werner and their families 
in Germany for several years after the war. Alfie, was a good footballer, I think h
married Peggy Bunce and they moved to Germany.

Other activities were; making toy tractors out of cotton reels, a piece of candle a short stick and an elastic 
band. We used to race them but more often than not they would shoot off in different directions. Catapults 
were made with a forked piece of stick and two strips of car inner-tube rubber tied to a small piece of leather. 
Jacko was the best shot even at some distance; it seemed to me he was the best at almost everything. 

When the elder berries were hard and green we would cut lengths of cow parsley stems and make pea 
shooters. The stems were also used to make whistles by cutting them diagonally a few inches above a joint. 

grass could be held between two thumbs and blown on to make an ear shattering 

Many of the boys in the village had hoops made from the spoke-less rims of bicycle wheels. Occasionally 
someone would have a car tyre which would be bowled faster than we could run, from the bottom of Church 
Lane all the way down to Manor Farm.  

Mrs. Rose Simpson sold tops and whips in her 
little shop which were very popular. Sometimes 
we would buy a single Oxo cube for 1d and suck 
it, making it last all day. We bought bottles of 
lemonade and cherryade too and got 2d back on 
the empty bottle. Sometimes when we had no 
money we would search for discarded bottles and 
claim the 2d back on each one. Mrs Simpson also 
gave piano lessons. 
  

If you could get hold of a key with a hollow stem 
and a nail with the point sawn off, it was possible 
to make quite a loud bang by tying the nail and 
the key to either end of a piece of string, pushing 
the red ends of matches down the key stem, 
placing the nail in the stem and ba
together on a hard surface.

L to R: Charlie Pridmore (Disbury) Gordon Simpson & Anthony 
outside Rose Simpson’s shop door about 1946. 

On several occasions during the year there would be a party for the children in the village. The 
would be pushed back, the desks moved to one end to make a good open space for the jollifications. 
Everyone brought their own plate, mug and spoon. Jelly and blancmange would be handed out with cup 
cakes, jam tarts and various other tasty bits and pieces. Games were played; The Farmer’s in His Den, 

an’s Knock, Musical Chairs etc. all great fun and the children met the adults in 
a more relaxed atmosphere than the classroom. 

Paper was a valuable commodity during the war and the children could win badges of army ranks depending 
on the amount of newsprint, magazines etc. that they handed in at school. I rose to the dizzy heights of 
Captain. We also went out with our jam jars as a class to collect wild rose hips which were se

My only memory of school dinners was of un-chewable lumps of gristle, unpalatable cabbage and mashed 
potato with mysterious black lumps in. Fortunately I usually went home for lunch (we called it dinner then). 

One year during the school holidays I worked in a field by Berrycroft Farm with a group of German prisoners 
pulling up mangel wurzels (like big turnips), and chopping off the leaves and the roots. Mangel Wurzels were 
used for cattle feed. When the lunch lorry came, the prisoners had great chunks of white bread w

free) hot mashed potatoes to eat. I was starving and very envious.

I once collected cigarette ends from the bar of the Rose and Crown, extracting the tobacco, 
and took it, with some cigarette papers, up to Otto who was working in a field behind the church. I think most 
people were friendly towards the German prisoners who certainly knew how to work hard. 

I remember Otto and Alfie and two other prisoners, Ernst Neuman and Werner Wessel who worked at the 
Rose and Crown for a while. My mother sent parcels of scarce things to Ernst and Werner and their families 
in Germany for several years after the war. Alfie, was a good footballer, I think he played for Ashbury. He 
married Peggy Bunce and they moved to Germany. 

Other activities were; making toy tractors out of cotton reels, a piece of candle a short stick and an elastic 
ften than not they would shoot off in different directions. Catapults 

tube rubber tied to a small piece of leather. 
best at almost everything.  

When the elder berries were hard and green we would cut lengths of cow parsley stems and make pea 
shooters. The stems were also used to make whistles by cutting them diagonally a few inches above a joint. 

grass could be held between two thumbs and blown on to make an ear shattering 
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claim the 2d back on each one. Mrs Simpson also 

a key with a hollow stem 
and a nail with the point sawn off, it was possible 
to make quite a loud bang by tying the nail and 
the key to either end of a piece of string, pushing 
the red ends of matches down the key stem, 
placing the nail in the stem and banging them 
together on a hard surface. 

On several occasions during the year there would be a party for the children in the village. The partitions 
would be pushed back, the desks moved to one end to make a good open space for the jollifications. 
Everyone brought their own plate, mug and spoon. Jelly and blancmange would be handed out with cup 

nd pieces. Games were played; The Farmer’s in His Den, 
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Captain. We also went out with our jam jars as a class to collect wild rose hips which were sent off to be 

chewable lumps of gristle, unpalatable cabbage and mashed 
potato with mysterious black lumps in. Fortunately I usually went home for lunch (we called it dinner then).  

One year during the school holidays I worked in a field by Berrycroft Farm with a group of German prisoners 
pulling up mangel wurzels (like big turnips), and chopping off the leaves and the roots. Mangel Wurzels were 

rry came, the prisoners had great chunks of white bread with butter 
free) hot mashed potatoes to eat. I was starving and very envious. 

I once collected cigarette ends from the bar of the Rose and Crown, extracting the tobacco, I put it in a tin 
and took it, with some cigarette papers, up to Otto who was working in a field behind the church. I think most 
people were friendly towards the German prisoners who certainly knew how to work hard.  

other prisoners, Ernst Neuman and Werner Wessel who worked at the 
Rose and Crown for a while. My mother sent parcels of scarce things to Ernst and Werner and their families 

e played for Ashbury. He 



Left:  Ernst N
Right: Werner Wessel and family after returning to Germany

At the age of eight I left the village school and 
Roman Catholic Primary School in Swindon. The fare was 11d return. Chaneys Coaches “The Queen of the 
Hills” ran from Bishopstone through Wanborough to Swindon.
 
Many people will know about the fire at the Rose and Crown in 1940, I was four years old. On the evening of 
the fire both my parents were very busy in the bar and making sandwiches in the kitchen. I had been put to 
bed but I kept calling out to my mother for a drink of water. At last she c
where she heard an unusual crackling noise above the ceiling. At first she thought that perhaps it was rats 
from in the thatch. She hurried downstairs to call my dad who realised it might be fire. He put up our tall 
ladder outside and soon discovered that the thatch around the main kitchen chimney was aglow and could 
burst into flame at any moment. My mother on hearing this rushed up the stairs and grabbed me from my 
bed. As she got to the door with me in her arms, the whole
bed. It was a blessed moment.  

       
     Rose and Crown before the fire.     

 

Rubble from the fire with Mr. Marsh’s barns 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ernst Neuman and Werner Wessel with Judy the dog.  
Werner Wessel and family after returning to Germany 

At the age of eight I left the village school and travelled daily on the green Bristol Bus Company bus to the 
Roman Catholic Primary School in Swindon. The fare was 11d return. Chaneys Coaches “The Queen of the 
Hills” ran from Bishopstone through Wanborough to Swindon. 

re at the Rose and Crown in 1940, I was four years old. On the evening of 
the fire both my parents were very busy in the bar and making sandwiches in the kitchen. I had been put to 
bed but I kept calling out to my mother for a drink of water. At last she came up the stairs to my bedroom, 
where she heard an unusual crackling noise above the ceiling. At first she thought that perhaps it was rats 
from in the thatch. She hurried downstairs to call my dad who realised it might be fire. He put up our tall 

outside and soon discovered that the thatch around the main kitchen chimney was aglow and could 
burst into flame at any moment. My mother on hearing this rushed up the stairs and grabbed me from my 
bed. As she got to the door with me in her arms, the whole ceiling fell down in flames on top of my empty 

Rose and Crown before the fire.                           The Pub yard after the fire

                                                                
 
The fire was devastating, it burnt down the whole of the 
thatched half of the building as well as the cottage on the 
other side of Church Lane, the home of George Bailey’s 
family (I only discovered this recently when speaking to
Eddie (Wobble) Bailey). The thick wa
top is all that remains today of the cottage. Fortunately 
no-one was hurt in the fire. 
  

My parents lost all their personal belongings except the 
few valuable rings etc. that were found by some very kind 
person in the village who went through the rubble with a 
fine tooth comb. I wish I could remember who it was. 
 

Marsh’s barns in background 
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was devastating, it burnt down the whole of the 
thatched half of the building as well as the cottage on the 

home of George Bailey’s 
(I only discovered this recently when speaking to 

The thick wall with the wide flat 
top is all that remains today of the cottage. Fortunately 

My parents lost all their personal belongings except the 
few valuable rings etc. that were found by some very kind 
person in the village who went through the rubble with a 
fine tooth comb. I wish I could remember who it was.  



It was an heroic effort which took many hours and it was crowned with some success for which my parents 
were very grateful.  After the fire, we were sheltered by Mr. and Mrs. Jeffreys (see picture) and then spent 
some time with the Mortimers in the new vicarage. People were very generous.
  

  
Mrs Jeffreys in the doorway of her cottage on the High Street

We lived in the ruins of the Rose and Crown for eight years, my father’s wage was around £5 per week and 
my mother earned a little more when we had paying guests in the remaining bedrooms.
  
My father was determined not to be discouraged and he was very proud to have opened the bar as usual on 
the very first evening after the fire. His bar had the reputation of being the only “non sw
and people would compliment him on how beautifully cool the beer was. Meanwhile my mother had gained a 
reputation for her Sunday roast dinners and it wasn’t long before quite a few officers from the army camp at 
Watchfield were regular customers on Sundays. When at last the rebuilding took place it was carried out 
by Beards the building firm from Swindon.

 
 

It was an heroic effort which took many hours and it was crowned with some success for which my parents 
After the fire, we were sheltered by Mr. and Mrs. Jeffreys (see picture) and then spent 

h the Mortimers in the new vicarage. People were very generous. 

 

Mrs Jeffreys in the doorway of her cottage on the High Street              Mr. Stayne, before the rebuilding, off to 
  bank  with the pub takings         
                                                                                                                             

We lived in the ruins of the Rose and Crown for eight years, my father’s wage was around £5 per week and 
more when we had paying guests in the remaining bedrooms.

My father was determined not to be discouraged and he was very proud to have opened the bar as usual on 
the very first evening after the fire. His bar had the reputation of being the only “non sw
and people would compliment him on how beautifully cool the beer was. Meanwhile my mother had gained a 
reputation for her Sunday roast dinners and it wasn’t long before quite a few officers from the army camp at 

ustomers on Sundays. When at last the rebuilding took place it was carried out 
Beards the building firm from Swindon. 

 
 
Mr E. Heyes Jones was a painter who was frequently 
in Ashbury and I believe he lived in the village for a 
while. After the fire he made a painting of what was left 
of the Rose and Crown (see picture)
remaining wall of George Bailey's cottage 
and the elm trees are in place. 
 
This painting was auctioned and purchased by one of 
the Lawrence family from Rectory 
When the buyer realised that my mother had been 
bidding and really wanted the picture, he very kindly 
gave it to her as a present.   
 
 

 
 
 

 

The photograph on the left
darts team in yard of Rose and Crown. I 
recognise most of the faces but only the names of 
Fred New, Ernie New, Fred Jeffries, Mr. Stayne 
and Bill (Button) Bunce holding the cup.
(Kelly) Bunce is in the front row with open collar.

 
 

It was an heroic effort which took many hours and it was crowned with some success for which my parents 
After the fire, we were sheltered by Mr. and Mrs. Jeffreys (see picture) and then spent 

Mr. Stayne, before the rebuilding, off to the  
with the pub takings          

                                                                                                                             
We lived in the ruins of the Rose and Crown for eight years, my father’s wage was around £5 per week and 

more when we had paying guests in the remaining bedrooms. 

My father was determined not to be discouraged and he was very proud to have opened the bar as usual on 
the very first evening after the fire. His bar had the reputation of being the only “non swearing bar” around 
and people would compliment him on how beautifully cool the beer was. Meanwhile my mother had gained a 
reputation for her Sunday roast dinners and it wasn’t long before quite a few officers from the army camp at 

ustomers on Sundays. When at last the rebuilding took place it was carried out 

Mr E. Heyes Jones was a painter who was frequently 
in Ashbury and I believe he lived in the village for a 

made a painting of what was left 
of the Rose and Crown (see picture); it shows the 

l of George Bailey's cottage on the right 
 

This painting was auctioned and purchased by one of 
the Lawrence family from Rectory Farm in Idstone. 
When the buyer realised that my mother had been 
bidding and really wanted the picture, he very kindly 

The photograph on the left shows the winning 
darts team in yard of Rose and Crown. I 

faces but only the names of 
Fred New, Ernie New, Fred Jeffries, Mr. Stayne 

) Bunce holding the cup. John 
(Kelly) Bunce is in the front row with open collar. 



 
 

 
She would set about her work in a great spirit, encouraging us all. She was invaluable to my mother. After 
Button died, Nellie married her childhood sweetheart Bill Satchwith and they moved to Chiseldon. George 
Bailey was Nellie’s brother (see picture of the wedding group below).

  

 
  

From right to left:

  

Every year a fair would arrive and set up sometimes in the field at the bottom of Drew’s 
kinds of activities, the chairoplanes and the swingboats, bowling for the pig and all the usual, and sometimes 
unusual stalls, including the giant football match played with a football about seven feet in diameter. I 
remember John (Bunger) Bunce rushing up at great speed and throwing himself at the inflated ball and 
bouncing off in a spectacular manner. Almost everyone in the village would turn up and take part in various 
ways. 
  

In the Jubilee Village Hall at the top of Church Lane, th
be held and the weekly visit of the County Cinema would show, George Formby, Abbot and Costello, Laurel 
and Hardy and others. It cost a shilling to get in for the film show. Village dances were held there 
the shows put on by Mrs. Arbuthnot from Red Barn and others.
  

Sometimes events would be held in the Old Vicarage gardens. I remember Mrs. Duckham playing the piano 
on top of a flat cart and the girls from the school performing country dances on t
  
The great elm trees along Church Lane became dangerous and had to be cut down. I remember coming 
home from school in Swindon and seeing the last one fall. I could not believe my eyes and I wept bitterly to 
lose them, they were favourite climbin

When the rebuilding was complete, business
improved and soon my mother needed help. A 
number of girls from the village worked at the Rose 
and Crown over the years, the ones I remember are; 
Beryl Becket, Gwen Bunce, Doris Daniels, Ginny 
Birch and later Nellie Bunce 
the pub yard; the Old Forge can be seen in the 
background).  Nelly was married to William (Button) 
Bunce and they lived in one of the little cottages 
along the Idstone Road, right next to the entrance to 
Bunce’s Yard (the engineers
shepherd for many years. He was easy to recognise 
in the distance by his walk and the broad brimmed 
hat he wore. The sheep were eventually displaced by 
fields of barley. Nellie Bunce worked for my mother at 
very busy times and she was 

She would set about her work in a great spirit, encouraging us all. She was invaluable to my mother. After 
Button died, Nellie married her childhood sweetheart Bill Satchwith and they moved to Chiseldon. George 

icture of the wedding group below).  
  

right to left:  George Bailey, Nellie Satchwith, Bill Satchwith (Billy 
Satchell) and Charlie (Chuncy) Bunce 

  
Every year a fair would arrive and set up sometimes in the field at the bottom of Drew’s 
kinds of activities, the chairoplanes and the swingboats, bowling for the pig and all the usual, and sometimes 
unusual stalls, including the giant football match played with a football about seven feet in diameter. I 

ger) Bunce rushing up at great speed and throwing himself at the inflated ball and 
bouncing off in a spectacular manner. Almost everyone in the village would turn up and take part in various 

In the Jubilee Village Hall at the top of Church Lane, the Women's Institute would meet, rabbit shows would 
be held and the weekly visit of the County Cinema would show, George Formby, Abbot and Costello, Laurel 
and Hardy and others. It cost a shilling to get in for the film show. Village dances were held there 
the shows put on by Mrs. Arbuthnot from Red Barn and others. 

Sometimes events would be held in the Old Vicarage gardens. I remember Mrs. Duckham playing the piano 
on top of a flat cart and the girls from the school performing country dances on the lawns.

The great elm trees along Church Lane became dangerous and had to be cut down. I remember coming 
home from school in Swindon and seeing the last one fall. I could not believe my eyes and I wept bitterly to 
lose them, they were favourite climbing trees for Tricia and myself. Mr. Cash paid for the new lime trees to be 

rebuilding was complete, business 
improved and soon my mother needed help. A 
number of girls from the village worked at the Rose 
and Crown over the years, the ones I remember are; 
Beryl Becket, Gwen Bunce, Doris Daniels, Ginny 

and later Nellie Bunce (see photo left taken in 
e pub yard; the Old Forge can be seen in the 

Nelly was married to William (Button) 
Bunce and they lived in one of the little cottages 
along the Idstone Road, right next to the entrance to 
Bunce’s Yard (the engineers). Button had been a 
shepherd for many years. He was easy to recognise 
in the distance by his walk and the broad brimmed 
hat he wore. The sheep were eventually displaced by 
fields of barley. Nellie Bunce worked for my mother at 
very busy times and she was amazing.  

She would set about her work in a great spirit, encouraging us all. She was invaluable to my mother. After 
Button died, Nellie married her childhood sweetheart Bill Satchwith and they moved to Chiseldon. George 

 

(Billy 

Every year a fair would arrive and set up sometimes in the field at the bottom of Drew’s Hill. There were all 
kinds of activities, the chairoplanes and the swingboats, bowling for the pig and all the usual, and sometimes 
unusual stalls, including the giant football match played with a football about seven feet in diameter. I 

ger) Bunce rushing up at great speed and throwing himself at the inflated ball and 
bouncing off in a spectacular manner. Almost everyone in the village would turn up and take part in various 

e Women's Institute would meet, rabbit shows would 
be held and the weekly visit of the County Cinema would show, George Formby, Abbot and Costello, Laurel 
and Hardy and others. It cost a shilling to get in for the film show. Village dances were held there and also 

Sometimes events would be held in the Old Vicarage gardens. I remember Mrs. Duckham playing the piano 
he lawns. 

The great elm trees along Church Lane became dangerous and had to be cut down. I remember coming 
home from school in Swindon and seeing the last one fall. I could not believe my eyes and I wept bitterly to 

g trees for Tricia and myself. Mr. Cash paid for the new lime trees to be 



planted along the lane and although they have matured nicely, for me they are not like the old elms which 
grew so tall and had stood there for so long. 
  

My best friend was Gordon Simpson; he lived opposite me with his grandma Mrs Rose Simpson, Mr 
Simpson (Gramps), his granddad and brother Michael.  
  

We boys were always teasing each other about who we were sweet on and I first lost my heart to Josie 
Norman Thorpe from Bishopstone. Our relationships existed mostly in our imaginations and were completely 
innocent. One day Gordon Simpson and I plucked up enough courage to go for a long walk over the downs 
with Josie and her friend whose name escapes me (see picture below). 

  
  

 
  

Left to right:  Gordon Simpson, Josie's friend, Josie Norman Thorpe and 
Anthony Stayne (about 1947/8)  

  
There were two Kingston Barns in Ashbury, neither of which is still standing. One was up on the Ridgeway 
about five hundred yards from the B4000 towards Wayland’s Smithy, which was also the site of a dew-pond. 
We would often go pond dipping there with our 2 lb jam-jars with string handles and home made nets. In 
those days the ponds were teeming with life; frogs, newts of various kinds and innumerable beetles and 
pond insects. Dragon flies were plentiful, pond skaters and whirligigs, ditiscus beetles and water boatmen. 
For me this was the beginning of a lifelong interest in Natural Science.  Barn owls nested in the big barn 
each year until it was somehow accidentally demolished by a runaway bulldozer, or so I am told. 
  

 
Another beautiful dew-pond was Honeybunch which 
nestled at the foot of the downs almost opposite the track 
from Red Barn to the B4000. Sadly this pond, which was 
alive with pond creatures, has also disappeared.  
  

The other Kingston Barn stood opposite Mrs. Pound’s 
apple orchard, just up the lane towards Kingston 
Winslow from the Upper Mill pond. We spent many hours 
burrowing in the hay bales in the barn, making secret 
passages and underground chambers. On my return 
from school one holiday I discovered that the barn had 
fallen down and was beyond repair.  
  

 
Upper Mill showing the old Kingston Barn,  

which fell down, on the right. 
 

A few yards further up the lane, on Mrs. Pound’s land stood several mature walnut trees. Gangs of 
youngsters would stand in the lane throwing sticks up to knock the walnuts down. When a shower came 
down there would be a rush through the barbed wire to pick them up. I have never forgotten the pungent 
smell of the walnuts combined with the other country smells of Autumn. 
  



At the top of Ashbury Hill in a field on the right was an army dump where as children we spent hours 
searching for American army bits and pieces. We made finds such as knives and forks and mess tins. On 
one occasion we found what we thought might be a bomb. We rushed home to tell my father who contacted 
Mr. Reason the village policeman who went up to examine it and concluded it was a spent flare. 
 
 
 

CONTINUED IN PART 2 


